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Hi, 
 
I bow my head and bend my knees in gratitude to heaven for having a "Gadon family tribe" as "legend in 
faith" from the southernmost part of the Philippines. You  have come from a chosen blood line started 
from Ate Mirna which public responsibility is twined of whether you are in the frontline or plain home 
member and or whether expected mission or not. 
 
However, more than that is you heart. The fact that you take the challenges of that mission is already a 
great condition you have offered to heaven, coupled by your persevering attitude. You are indeed a great 
daughter of heaven. 
 
Thank you for your note. It gives me a lot of power to testify more my faith. Your comment (HERE) 
along with others like elder sisters Mary Jane Despres, Nadya Hinson, Sydelle Enyeart, Faith Batino, and 
Elder Gary Fleisher (together with those families who happen to read all my posts in FB and Slideshare) 
who are much elder than I am in faith and have more experiences than me in the battlefield of mission are 
POWER that boost young members to continue this eternal path destined for all who follow our True 
Parents. 
 
What I realized since I became fulltime were: 
 
1. "I was called! It's my destiny!" the forces of heaven is stronger and the will of heaven is greater than 
what I can imagine and do. Therefore I thought, the more I ran away from this "CALLING & 
DESTINY", the more I will be doomed. However, on the contrary, the more I SUBMIT MYSELF to it, the 

more I would be blessed with many unimaginable fortunes. and this is really true to me thru experiences 
of the living God. 
 
2. Also I kept within me one very important point: God is my parent and He is never unfair. With this 
mindset, even though I am going thru a lot of challenges and hellish situation in my life of faith and 
facing mountain size problems in front of me while being in the frontline, I CAN OVERCOME all with 
faith and trust in Him. 
 
3. He loves me very much I know and believe it. No parent would want his children to suffer but because 
I have my restorational course to finish, PAINFUL PATH is inevitable along my way so I can digest and 
endure whatever there are, whenever I am and whoever is with me. 
 
4. Another point is, True Parents words are TRUE. because I experienced its Genuineness, I'm very 
much confident in my faith and the future ahead of this. 
 
5. Last point is: God & True Parents are lonely and they need us to finish the course of Kingdom 
building. Since they are my parent, my filial duty is to submit myself to be used by heaven. It is my filial 
duty too to make them happy and their happiness comes from the fulfillment of what they want.... 
 
For these reasons I wrote: "I am praying that heaven can give me and bring me to a mission that I am 
most needed…. Not what I want but in the way heaven wants me to work for the providence. I trust 
heaven absolutely and I believe on “Let’s God’s Will be done. “ 
 
I appreciate people working in the frontline like you. rest assured you will be in my prayers always for the 
success of your job as Internal event manager and FICA chairperson. 
 
regards to Joshua, Emelou Glendelyn and other great Philippine members in LV. 
 
Don't hesitate to post here if you have news and announcement about LV providence. 
 
love lots, 
 
Winny 
 
 


